
Strange moons orbit around Saturn! 
 
The space mission Cassini-Hyugens is one of the most important and well known for its results. The 
spacecraft was launched eighteen years ago: in 2005 the lander Hyugens reached Titan, the largest 
Saturn’s satellite, while Cassini was orbiting around the “gas giant”, revealing fundamental data 
about its rings and satellites.  
 
Now, it is time to choose another target for Cassini and, fortunately, something unique is going to 
happen: Tethys will pass behind Rhea. The occultation is an infrequent spectacle and its registration 
in a sequence of 27 images can give a lot of information about these satellites. Unlike Enceladus, 
we know little about them, even though the Italian astronomer Giovanni Cassini discovered these 
moons in 1684.  
 
According to our knowledge, Tethys and Rhea are mostly made of water ice, but they do not seem 
to have geyser activity as Enceladus. Eclipses show phenomena that are usually invisible in other 
observations: for example, only during solar eclipses we are able to clearly see the sun’s corona and 
its prominences. Moreover, there are many unanswered questions about Rhea, since in some 
pictures this satellite seems to have its own ring: a symmetric deformation of the moon appears, like 
if there were few detritus orbiting around it. This could be verified by focusing Cassini on the 
occultation, because, if Rhea had really something similar to a ring, the registered images would 
present anomalies: this would be the first ringed moon ever observed! 
 
The origins of these satellites are not sure as well: present hypothesis connect them to a possible 
aggregation of particles from the E-ring, which Enceladus is supposed to have formed and increased 
with its activity. On the other hand, there are no verified proofs; maybe they are slowly disgregating 
and in thousands millions years there will be new, thin, Saturn’s rings! 
 
However, there is more: red “arcs” have recently been observed upon Tethys’ surface, they are even 
called “blood trails”. Their origin is mysterious: some scientists affirm that they might be inorganic 
fluids from the inside of the moon, but this is difficult to say since the satellite has neither faults nor 
craters from where they could originate. The hypothesis that the impact with external agents might 
have caused them is more probable: these “stripes” may be the result of the space weathering, to 
which planets and satellites without atmosphere are subjected. In facts, for example on the earth’s 
Moon, one of the effects of the space weathering on the spectral properties is to make the lunar 
surface appear redder! Maybe this is only a coincidence, perhaps this weathering is caused by 
particles from the E-ring or from galactic or extragalactic rays. Maybe the action of a particular 
group of cosmic rays in this area is even one of the causes of Saturn’s rings. We need more data to 
verify each theory. For these reasons, I hope that the orbiter Cassini will register Tethys’ occultation 
before its crash on Saturn in 2017.  
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